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The 8th International Colloquium on Automata, Languages and Programming 
(ICALP 81) will take place on July 13-17, 1981 in the Palm-Beach Hotel, Acre 
(Akko), Israel. 
ICALP 81 is organized by the Computer Science Department of the Technion, 
Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel, and sponsored by the European 
Association for Theoretical Computer Science (EATCS). ICALP 81 is supported by 
the Technion, Israel Institute of Technology; The Israel Academy of Sciences and 
Humanities; Rafael-Armament Development Authority; IBM-Israel Ltd.; EL-AL 
Israel Airlines (official carrier). 
General Inffitwmation 
The location : Acre (Akko) is one o:I the most ancient towns in the world. It served as 
the main seaport of the Christian Kingdom of the Crusaders whose fortress can be 
visited. The Turkish cannons which defended the town from Napoleon Bonaparte 
still stand on Acre’s walls. The British converted the town’s Port into a prison from 
which -he Jewish Underground fighters escaped, in a famous incident during the 
British mandate. 
172e climate: The 
expected. 
weather in Israel in July is warm and sunny. Rain is not to be 
Spouses program : A full program for accompanying persona has been arranged. 
Pre- and post-congress tours: The pre-congress tour on 7-12 July and1 the post- 
congress tour on 17-22 July include three days in Jerusalem and thle Dead Sea and 
two (days in the Galilee and the Jordan Valley. 
Registration and accowmodation fees: The registration fee is expected to be about 
US $165 and includes the proceedings book, five lunches, coffee brea;ks, cocktail 
party, Kibbutz evening, excursion (including dinner) to Nazareth and the Sea of 
Galilee and the farewell dinner. 
The accommodation fee is US $120.0 per person and includes five nights on the 
basis of bed and Israeli buffet breakfast and three dinners. 
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For registration forms and for more information please write (AIR-MAIL) to: 
Dr. Qdcd Kariv 
ICALP 81 
Computer Science Department 
The Technbn 
Haifa 
l[SRAEL 
